Abstract. The information feedback strategies for traffic guidance are important to improve the traffic capacity in Intelligent Transportation System. It assumed that all vehicles on the road are floating vehicles in the current information feedback strategies research. In reality, not all vehicles can be equipped with vehicular terminals, which are non-floating vehicles. We proposed a new strategy, Estimated Weighted Mean Velocity Feedback Strategy (EWMVFS), which can estimate the road status in the scenario with the coexistence of floating and non-floating vehicles. Simulation results show that EWMVFS can decrease the negative influence of the non-floating vehicles, which means better stability, guidance performance and practicability.
Introduction
With the interaction of roads, vehicles, drivers and environment, the traffic flow shows complex characteristics. Many traffic flow models, which are the foundation to improve the performance of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), are proposed to describe the forming mechanism of the complex characteristics in traffic flow system. For example, the Cellular Automation (CA) models are used to describe the dynamics of traffic flow from the aspect of micro level [1] [2] [3] . In addition, traffic control is also important to improve the performance of ITS. As a typical issue in traffic control, traffic guidance in two-route scenario can dynamically allocate the traffic flows and increase the traffic capacity in ITS. Many information feedback strategies for traffic guidance were proposed in two-route scenario [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, all of the strategies assume that all vehicles on the road are floating vehicles, which are equipped with vehicular terminals and can upload their own traffic information to the traffic control center in real time. In such idealistic complete information scenario, all traffic information of the road can be obtained. However, in reality, due to the cost and technology, not all vehicles can or will be equipped with terminals in the short term. Thus, in a very long period of time, there are two classes of vehicles on the road, floating vehicles and non-floating vehicles. Therefore, we proposed a new strategy, Estimated Weighted Mean Velocity Feedback Strategy (EWMVFS), which can estimate the road status according to the information of floating vehicles.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the NS model and the information feedback strategy are introduced. The simulation results and performance analysis are shown in Section 3. Finally, our work is concluded in Section 4.
The NS model and information feedback strategy
The NS model is a typical CA model proposed by Nagel and Schreckenberg [1] . In NS model, the road is subdivided into cells. Each cell can be occupied by one vehicle or empty. The position and the velocity of vehicle n in time step t is denoted by x n (t) and v n (t), respectively. v max is the maximum velocity of the vehicle. The space gap between vehicle n and vehicle n + 1 is d n (t) = x n+1 (t) -x n (t) -1. The parallel update rules consist of four steps. (1) Acceleration:
Deceleration:
. (3) Randomization with probability p:
4th International Conference on Sensors, Measurement and Intelligent Materials (ICSMIM 2015) Two-route scenario is proposed by Wahle et al. [4] . The two routes are same in the scenario. There is an information board at the entrance, which can display the traffic guide information according to the information feedback strategy. When a vehicle arrives at the entrance at each time step, it will select one route. Vehicles can be put into two types: dynamic vehicles and static vehicles. Dynamic vehicles follow the guidance on the information board, while static vehicles select one route randomly. The density of dynamic vehicles is termed as S dyn . The density of floating vehicles is termed as S flt .
In simulation, the two-route scenario with one entrance and one exit is used [8] . If two vehicles want to go out at one time step, they have to compete for the priority for going out. And the loser will move to the last cell of the route. Meanwhile, based on the realistic dataset, Laval and Leclercq [9] found that drivers can behave aggressive or timid and the same driver may behave different at different time. p agg is the aggressive probability of drivers at the exit.
With the above strategies, an assumption is that all vehicles on the road are floating vehicles, which means the traffic control center can obtain all traffic information of the road. However, in reality, there are two classes of vehicles on the road, floating vehicles and non-floating vehicles. In such incomplete information scenario, the cells on the road can be classified into three categories: a cell occupied by a floating vehicle, a cell occupied by a non-floating vehicle and an empty cell. The control center cannot distinguish a cell occupied by a non-floating vehicle from an empty cell, which means that the center will treat the cell occupied by a non-floating vehicle as an empty cell. If we used the traditional feedback strategies, the guidance information cannot reflect the real status of roads. To reduce the negative influence, we proposed a new information feedback strategy, Estimated Weighted Mean Velocity Feedback Strategy (EWMVFS), which is based on our previous strategy, WMVFS [8] . With EWMVFS, the floating vehicles upload the velocity and position information to the control center, and the center will compute the estimated weighted mean velocity of the road.
where i ṽ is the velocity of one cell. In EWMVFS, to reduce the error induced by non-floating vehicles, no matter the cell is empty or is occupied by a non-floating vehicle, the current velocity of the cell is estimated by the velocity of the floating vehicle passing by the cell recently. At time step t, the computation of i ṽ of the position x i will obey the following rules. 
Simulation result and discussion
In our simulation, the two-route scenario with one entrance and one exit is used. The length of one cell is 7.5 m and L = 2000 cells. Thus we get the length of the each route is 15 km. Other configurations are: v max = 3, p = 0.25, p agg = 0.6, S dyn = 0.5, S flt = {0.9, 0.5}.
Static vehicles can be divided into static floating vehicles and static non-floating vehicles. Static non-floating vehicles will select routes randomly. However, for static floating vehicles, buses can be regarded as a typical class because buses are often equipped with vehicular terminals and will follow fixed public transportation routes. Suppose most of the public transportation routes pass through route A, thus buses prefer to route A. Other static floating vehicles, such as some private vehicles with vehicular terminals and ignoring guide on the information board, will select routes randomly.
For static floating vehicles, the probability to select route A is termed as S d_a . However, for different S flt , S d_a will be assigned to different values. For example, in the first stage of the development of floating vehicles, the value of S flt is small because private vehicles are rarely equipped with terminals and most of static floating vehicles are buses. In such period, S d_a will be larger because we suppose that buses prefer to select route A. With the increase of floating vehicles, the value of S flt becomes larger and larger, more and more private vehicles become floating vehicles, the percentage of private vehicles in static floating vehicles becomes larger and larger, and thus the value of S d_a becomes smaller and smaller. In this paper, according to the value of S flt , S d_a is assigned to different values, as S d_a = {0.6, 0.8} corresponding to S flt = {0.9, 0.5}.
In simulation, both routes are empty at the beginning. Vehicles at the entrance select one route randomly before the 100th time step. From the 101st time step, dynamic vehicles select one route according to the information feedback strategy. The data are recorded from the 40000th to 50000th time step. The performance metrics are vehicle number N, mean velocity V mean and travel time T.
When S flt ≠ 1, i.e., an incomplete information scenario, the performances of TTFS, MVFS, CCFS are much worse than that of WMVFS and EWMVFS. Thus we will compare the performance between WMVFS and EWMVFS in the incomplete information scenario. The simulation results of vehicle number N, mean velocity V mean and travel time T of WMVFS and EWMVFS with S flt = {0.9, 0.5} are shown in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 . fig. 1 to fig. 3 , when the percentage of floating vehicles is high, for example, S flt = 0.9, the performances of EWMVFS and WMVFS are similar. The vehicle number N, mean velocity V mean and travel time T of WMVFS and EWMVFS with S flt = 0.9 have not much differences. In addition, all the metrics of the two strategies show good stability.
However, with the decrease of the percentage of floating vehicles in Fig. 1 to Fig. 3 , i.e., S flt = 0.5, the performance of WMVFS decreases, while EWMVFS gives stable performance, as shown below.
(1) When considering vehicle number N in Fig. 1 , with the decrease of the percentage of floating vehicles, the difference between the vehicle numbers of the two routes increases for WMVFS. The vehicle number of route A is less than that of route B for WMVFS. However, there is not much difference between the vehicle numbers of route A and route B for EWMVFS.
(2) For mean velocity V mean and travel time T, the performance comparison of WMVFS and EWMVFS shows same results as that with vehicle number. As the decrease of the percentage of floating vehicles, for WMVFS, the differences of mean velocity V mean and travel time T between two routes become larger. In Fig. 2 , the mean velocity V mean of route A are higher than that of route B, and in Fig. 3 , the travel time T of route A are less than that of route B. However, for EWMVFS, the mean velocity V mean and travel time T of the two routes are similar.
In general, when considering the metrics of vehicle number, mean velocity and travel time, the performance difference between the two strategies is much. For WMVFS, it takes more time for vehicles to pass through route B than route A. And more vehicles select route B, which means more vehicles select wrong route. For EWMVFS, the time costs of route A and route B are similar, and the numbers of vehicles selecting route A and route B are similar, too. From the angle of drivers, they prefer to select the less congested road with less travel time based on the feedback information. Thus, when considering the requirements of drivers, EWMVFS performs better than WMVFS.
Conclusions
Current research of information feedback strategies for traffic guidance focuses on the floating vehicles. In such scenario, the control center can obtain the complete information on roads. However, limited by the development of the Internet of vehicles, floating vehicles and non-floating vehicles will coexist. In this paper, the influence of non-floating vehicles on the typical information feedback strategies is analyzed. And the EWMVFS is proposed based on the WMVFS, can estimate the road status according to the information of floating vehicles and is applicable to the scenario of incomplete traffic information. Simulation results show that EWMVFS can decrease the negative influence of the non-floating vehicles, which means better stability, guidance performance and practicability.
